Scope of the Journal

*JIT* provides an open forum for researchers, academics, engineers, network technicians and service providers in Internet related technologies. Extensive exchange of information will be provided on IPv6, new protocols, standards, services and various applications in this area.

*Call for Papers and Special Issues (Open-Ended)*

Topics of interest to JIT include but not limited to:
- Broadband Networks
- Electronic service systems
  (Internet, Intranet, Extranet, E-Commerce, E-Business)
- Network Management
- Network Operating System (NOS)
- Intelligent systems engineering
- Government or Staff Jobs Computerization
- National Information Policy
- Multimedia systems
- Network Behavior Modeling
- Wireless/Satellite Communication
- Digital Library
- Distance Learning
- EDI
- Internet/WWW Applications
- Telecommunication Networks
- Security in Networks and Systems
- IPv6 related topics are especially welcome!

**Papers**
We seek papers that improve on the best academic research or the best practical applications. Submitted papers should be motivated by the problems they address with compelling examples from real or potential applications. All manuscripts will be refereed and peer reviewed. The final decision of publication will be taken by the Executive Editor.

**Special Issues**
Proposals for special issues on a specific Application Domain of Internet Technology, especially on emerging and practical topics, are also welcome. You may propose to us an area related to JIT in which we expect you will act as the "Guest Editor" under, of course, the general operating rules of JIT.

Visit [http://jit.ndhu.edu.tw](http://jit.ndhu.edu.tw)
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What the experts say about JIT

“The Journal has contributed greatly to uplifting technology of network communications, helping promote the development of information software industry, laying the foundation for Dong Hwa Research Park’s technologies, and organizing science-based park in the Eastern region.”

Dr. Wen-Shu Hwang
President of National Dong Hwa University, Taiwan

“The journal is aimed to present original research results, techniques, methodologies and experiences from applications of new system developments in network security.”

Associate Professor Khaled Elleithy
Computer Science and Engineering Dept. University of Bridgeport, USA

“In this special issue, we host several high quality papers that cover the whole range of research in the field of streaming media over the internet, starting from well documented proposals, and reaching to evaluation reports. Models, protocols and implementations are presented and evaluated through simulations and actual deployment of systems.”

Dr. Ing. Charalampos Z. Patrikakis
National Technical University of Athens, Greece

“This special issue aims at emerging technologies and applications, which can make feasible the exploitation of wireless ad hoc and sensor networks.”

Prof. Tzung-Shi Chen
National University of Tainan, Taiwan

“This shows the importance of the topic among the research community all around the world. This importance is also witnessed by the presence of several almost contemporary Special Issues. Here we cite “Wireless IP through integration of wireless LAN and cellular networks” of Computer Networks Journal and “Toward Seamless Internetworking of Wireless LAN and Cellular Networks” of IEEE Wireless Communications Magazine.”

Prof. Antonio Pescapè
University of Napoli (Italy)
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Subscription Information
For International Subscribers:

JIT is published quarterly by the National Dong Hwa University. Subscriptions to JIT are available at the annual rate of US $150.00 (overseas) or NT$3000 (domestic) including postage. Inquires concerning subscription (check or money order) should be sent to JIT, Computer Center, National Dong Hwa University 1, Sec. 2, Da Hsueh Rd., Shou-Feng Hualien, Taiwan, Republic of China 97401.

Please make your check or money order payable to "National Dong Hwa University".

There is another way to subscribe by bank's T/T (telegraphic transfer)

For your information:
Transfer to the Bank Reference as below:
Bank of Taiwan Hualien Branch
Account Number: 018036071124
Account Name: National Dong Hwa University
SWIFT CODE: BKTWTWTP018

News of JIT

*JIT has been included in Compendex (EI), Inspec Database, Information Systems Journals, Ulrich’s Database

*DBLP recommends JIT as a major computer science journal

*Special Issue List

Vol 2. No.1, 2001
Special Issue on TANET 2000 Conference
Vol 2. No.4, 2001
Special Issue on Distributed Multimedia Information Systems
Vol 3. No.1, 2002
Special Issue on TANET 2001 Conference
Vol 3. No.2, 2002
Special Issue on Wireless Internet : Applications and Systems
Vol 3. No.3, 2002
Special Issue on Network Security
Vol 3. No.4, 2002
Special Issue on Web-Based Distributed Computing
Special Issue on TANET 2002 Conference
Special Issue on Design of Wireless LANs (WLANs)
Vol 5. No.1, 2004
Special Issue on TANET 2003 Conference
Vol 5. No.2, 2004
Special Issue on The Next Generation Internet-IPv6
Vol 5. No.4, 2004
Special Issue on Real Time Media Delivery over the Internet
Vol 6. No.1, 2005
Special Issue on Wireless Ad Hoc and Sensor Networks
Vol 6. No.2, 2005
Special Issue on TANET 2004 Conference
Vol 6. No.3, 2005
Special Issue on Heterogeneous IP Networks
Vol 6. No.4, 2005
Special Issue on OOTA 2004 : Object-Oriented Internet Technology and Applications
Notes for Authors and Submission of Papers
Submitted papers should not have been previously published or be currently under consideration for publication elsewhere.

All papers are refereed through a double-blind process. A guide for authors and other relevant information for submitting papers are available on the Submission of Papers section of the JIT website: please go to http://jit.ndhu.edu.tw

Author Guidelines
(http://jit.ndhu.edu.tw/preparation2.php)
To submit a paper, please email your manuscript to either one of the executive editors or jit@mail.ndhu.edu.tw

This is our preferred route for submitting papers;
Each author is advised to submit the manuscripts, typewritten, double-spaced, via email in ps, doc, or pdf formats to the executive editor for review. Original drawing need not be sent until the paper is accepted. Once accepted, the manuscript should be submitted as a Microsoft Word or other WORD-processing file and send it through electronic mail along with short biographies and photographs for all the authors. At least one of the authors should subscribe JIT for one year before the article can be published. The author(s) will be responsible for proof-reading the paper. All copyright ownership of the paper will belong to the Journal once it is published.
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